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Four Seniors, 3 Juniors
Augment ASN Membership
. Fr. O'Connor Approves More Outstanding Students
To Swell Xavier Chapter Of Jesuit Fraternity
By Ron Lo/tua
Seven new members have been added to the Xavier chapter of Alpha Sigma Nu, Jesuit honorary fraternity, Dean Paul
L. O'Connor, S. J., announced last Wednesday.
The memberships, which are awarded on the basis of
scholarship and service. to the University, were granted to
seniors James Ausdenmore, English major, football letter winner
and Masque Society player; Herman Ruether, political science .
major, News columnist, associate
Anthenaeum editor and Host of
the Mermaid Tavern; Harold
Spaeth, H.A.B. and history major,
member of the Mermaid Tavern,
the band, Musketeer and News;
and Howard Warger, English major and editor of the Musketeer.
Juniors meriting the award
were Richard Berning, accounting
major and member of the basket-·
ball and baseball squads; James
O'Connell, H.A.B. student, News
co-editor, and Tavern member;
and Howard Schapker, H.A.B.
student, News co-editor and band
and Tavern member.
Nominations to the 52-year old
society are made by members of
the chapter and approved by the
Dean.
·
Present members of the Xavier
chapter are acting president
James Glenn, Frank Milost.an,
Paul A Palmisano, and Thomas
McCoy.

Convocation Called
For All X Students;
Guests To Speak
A compulsory convocation for
all students has been called for
Wednesday, Mar. 12, at 1:30 p.m.
in the Fieldhouse. The entire
convocation will be devoted to religious vocations, the week of
Mar. 9 being Vocation Week.
Speakers for the gathering will
be Rev. Benedic~ Weigand, O.S.B.,
and a representative of Rev. Charles Murphy, spiritual·-director for
St. Gregory's Seminary Mt. Washington. Father Weigand from St.
Leo's Abbey, St. Leo, Fla., will
speak on the Benedictine life. Fr.
Murphy's representative will be
a member of the faculty at St.
Gregory's Seminary and will talk
on vocations in general. Catalogues for 1952 will also be passed
out at the convocation.
In the past three years fiftyfive Xavier students have entered either the diocesan clergy
or an order.

Philosophy Prof
A-dded To Faculty;
Nat~ve Of Chicago
Rev. J. Torrens Hecht, S. J., has
been added to the· Xavier faculty
as an instructor in philosot>hy. A
native of Chicago, Fr. Hecht
taught at Xavier during the
summers of 1948 and 1950. This
semester he is teaching The Philosophy of Man. During the first
summer session he is scheduled
to teach a course in The Philosophy of Descartes.
In addition to degrees from
Loyola and St. Louis Universities,
Fr. Hecht is a candidate for a
Ph.D. at the latter school.

NO. 15

MASQUERS TO PLAY 'DRUNKARD'
ON SOUTH HALL STAGE IN MAY
Mooney Selected
For Senior Post
To Replace Bulger

Frank Mooney of Pittsburgh,
Pa; was chosen by the senior class
in a special election as successor
~
to Jim Bulger. Bulger vacated his
position as senior representative
when he joined the Trappists in
January. Mooney served last year
James M. Hogan, Honors ·A. B. as a junior representative in the
Junior, has won ninth place in Council. He lives in Elet Hall on
the final standings of the Jesuit campus.
Intercollegiate English Essay ConJack Gallaghger, senior class
test. Writing Under the pseud- president, noted that more the
onym of Thomas Carew, Hogan 56% of the senior class voted in
submitted a critique of Mauriac's the elections. "Many third year
Viper's Tangle, discussing men who have enough credit
whether that author had success- hours for senior status did not
fully met the problems confront- vote in the elections. Therefore,
ing a Catholic novelist. Hogan's . the percentage of fourth year
ninth place netted Xavier seventh men who voted is even larger,"
place in the final standings. Mar- commented Gallaghger.
quette University won this year's
contest with 18 points. Compet- / Reel Cross Seeks Drivers
ing were the Jesuit colleges from
Volunteer drivers are needed
the Chfoago and Missouri proby the Cincinnati Red Cross chapvinces.
ter, it was announced last Wednesday. Students with a driver's
license and desirous of assisting
the Red Cross are asked to contact Mr. Frank M. Inserni of the
The arrival of the class rings Xavier faculty.
will be delayed for three or four
weeks due to an imperfection in
the cutting of t h e die, Bill
Charles, junior class president,
announced this week.
All the rings will be distributed
A proposal for more active stuin South Hall by the ring salesman. The balance of the price can dent participation in Council's
be paid at that time. Both juniors doings was discussed at the Stuand seniors who have not yet dent Council's meeting this week.
ordered their rings will have an Jack Schaefers, junior class representative, proposed that the
opportunity of doing so then.

Ho!!an Cops Ninth
Place In Jesuit
English Contest

'53 Rings Delayed;
To Arrive In April

Newcmner Donald Kelley Headlines Large Cast;
Chorus Line, lnter111ission Routines Innovations
"The Drunkard," sporting one of the largest casts ever to
grace the South Hall boards and a chorus line to boot, will be
the spring offering of the Masque Society of Xavier. Mr. Victor
Dial, director of the Society, announced this week that the
production will be staged beginning tentatively on May 2 and
running indefinitely as the demand lasts.
"The Drunkard," an American
melodrama which received its first

Masque Director Victor Dial

St11dent Council Requests Aid
Of Stildents In Council Affairs

Korean 'Sil~er Star' Veteran
Takes Up Duties With X ROTC

Student Council have a special
bulletin board to inform the student body of present and future
business before the Council. A
suggestion box would enable students to introduce proposals, ideas
and criticism directly. Tom Smith,

See 'A Training For Democ1·acy'
Page 2

Co u n c i 1 president, appointed
Schaefers to look into the matter.
Nothing definite was done on the
idea this week.
Jim Tully, freshman president,
reported on the possibility of
printing a student directory listing the names, addresses and
-phone numbers of all students.
the mission." So reads the cita"Other universities," he said,
tion for which First Lieutenant
"have printed directories. HowEi·nest E. Roberts, newest memever they can cost as much as
ber of Xavier's department of
$2000."
Military Science and Tactics, was
Replying that such a price
awarded the Silver Star, one of
would
be prohibitive, Smith sugnation's highest milit_ary awards.
gested that Tully inquire into the
Soft-spoken Lieutenant Robpossibility of printing the direcerts has just recently returned to
tory for around $125.
the United States after serving 15
Jack Gallagher, senior presimonths of active duty in the
dent,
asked Council to give full
·Korean battle zone with the 99th
cooperation to the Sodality's LenField Artillery Batallion of the 1st
ten program. He suggested backCavalry Division, one of the first
ing the program and specifically
American units to go into action.
signing up as leaders in ·the RosIt was near Pabalmak, Korea on
ary Crusade.
Feb. 13, 1951, that Lieutenant
Gallagher was appointed elecRoberts exposed himself to the
tion chairman for the Council's
enemy's fire to direct the bomgeneral election. Tom S mi th
bardment of his battery and thus
quoted from the Council's conhelp repulse an attack.
stitution that the elections must
The light-haired artilleryman
1st Lt. Ernest Roberts
be held beween April 1 and May
is 25 years old and a native of
•.. A Long Wa,v From Korea
1. Smith suggested having the
Morganstown, W. Va. After graduation from high school there in of his four years at the Point in election after the Easter holidays
1945, he was appointed to the 1949, Lieutenant Roberts spent to facilitate the candidates' camUnited States Military Academy · 18 months in additional training paigning. No definite date was
set.
at West Point. Upon completion before being sent to Korea.

By Tom Crusli
" ... Displaying dauntless courage, he crawled through
an intense hail of bullets to the top of the ridge, directed artillery fire with great accuracy, inflicting heavy
casulties on the foe ... His fearless devotion to duty inspired
his fellow soldiers to greater efforts and was instrumental
in repulsing the enemy attack and in the final completion of

production in 1842, was written
by W. H. Smith "and a gentleman." Mr. Dial was quick to point
out that "The Drunkard" is not a
random selection. "It was chosen,''
he said, "as a classic example of
the extreme nineteenth century
reaction to the drama of the Restoration in the previous century,
a reaction notable for its exaggeration of technique, and for the
fact that it has formed the foundation of modern melodrama."
List Of Cast
Heading the cast will be Donald
Kelley, who is making his first
appearance with the Society, as
the hero. Brian Conley is down
for the part of the villain. Other
male members of the cast are: Bill
Sweeney, Jim Ausdenmoore, Russ
Harding, Bob Judy, Tom Hustmeyer, John Grissmer, Bill McEnroe, Jack Seeley and Jack
Brandabur.
Playing the role of the heroine
will be Mary Agnes Noonan, a
Masque Society veteran. Romona
Greene, Ruth Schumacher, Lary!
Lee Lahrman and Helen Blum are
cast in supporting roles.
Chorus Line Too!
A unique feature of the production will be the Flora Dora
Sextet, which will function between intermissions in the role
of an old-time chorus line. The
members are: Mike McDermott,
Ron Williams, Jim Drennan, Jack
Seeley, Bi 11 McEnroe, Jerry
Bourne, Alice Griffith, Jean
Wetig, Mary Jo Dickson, Ange
Muller, Ann Paquette and Jean
Paquette. Appearing also during
the course of the production will
be the Xavier Presents Barbershop Quartet.

Xavier Clef Club
To Begin Concert
Season Next Week
The Xavier Clef Club will emback on its annual series of spring
concerts next Monday evening,
Mar. 10, at 8 p.m. when they sing
at Villa Madonna College in Covington, Ky. This will be the first
of at least 12 such performances
the Cleffers will give this year.
Following their initial ~ppear
ance, the club will sing four programs in the Greater Cincinnati
area at Good Samaritan Hospital,
Our Lady of Cincinnati College,
Sacred Heart Academy _and The
College of Mount St. Joseph. The
yearly trip to the Louiville area
is scheduled for Apr. 30 and May
1, with concerts at Our Lady of
Mercy Academy, Ursuline College
and St. Joseph Infirmary in Louisville, and Nazareth College and
Academy in Nazareth, Ky.
The Cleffers will also sing at
Regina High School and St. Mary's
Seminary in Cincinnati before
winding up the season's activities
with their annual concert and
dance at the Sheraton - Gibson
Ballroom on May 16.
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A Training For Democracy
That one of the purposes of ,a college train& ing is to prepare one for life has been
hammered home in innumerable graduation
speeches. Another fact, equally well known, is
that government by representation is an essential part of everyone's political life in this
country. To be a strong country we need citizens well trained in the function and operation
of government.
.
Since a democracy gives citizens a hand in
government, it is especially important that
each citizen do his share. If the citizens become lax in their control, goverment quickly
falls prey to inferior men, seeking their own
interests. Corruption in government is one sign
of this lethargy. If training in democracy has
no exercise in a preparation for life, the college education 1s to a certain extent incomplete.
The Student Council, which is the Xavier
student's representative ·body, meets weekly on
Mondays at 1:30 in Room 10. Its activity vitally
affects each student. And similarly, each student can contribute to the Council's effectiveness with his ideas, discussions and criticisms.
The meeting, which is open to every student,
is a workshop of democracy in practice. Why
not discuss the Council's plans and attend the
meetings so that your own ideas can directly
affect life at Xavier? You as a student, Xavier,
and ultimately the country will benefit.

-----------------sition which in some way will be of benefit
to him in his post-school days. Many employers nowadays prefer employees with some
experience and summer vacations offer an excellent means of fulfilling this requirement.
In this regard we highly recommend the Xavier Business Internship Program which is conducted by the Placement Office.
Loaf: :Many students undoubtedly need a
respite from their school work, but we would
urge all students in this capacity to do more
than merely enjoy themselves.
Summer school: This offers an excellent
opportunity for a student to get 12 or 14 hours
nearer graduation. The courses are usually
quite interesting and a good selection of courses
and professors is invariably offered. Classes
are smaller than during the regular school
year, and since a student is only concerned
about one or two subjects classwork proves to
be much easier than during the school year,
when he is responsible for five or six subjects.
As far as the heat is concerned, don't let it
frighten you. The school day is over by noon.

Orchids, Etc.
lthough two weeks have passed since the
A
Junior Prom, we still feel it fitting to offer
congratulations to the members of the Prom

Committee for one of the best - conducted
dances in many years. !The success of the affair
pring is supposedly the time when a young can ·be credited to this group of hard working
man's fancy turns to thoughts of love. It juniors who obtained the entertainment and
should also be the time when the Xavier stu- introduced the novel corsage - favor, a great
dent begins to think about his summer vaca- boon to the students' finances.
tion.
Further words of praise should go to the
For the average student summer usually Clef Club. Although they did not receive all
means one of three things-work, loaf, or sum- the attention they deserve and were hampered
mer school. We would like to offer the follow- by very poor acoustics, the Cleffers turned in
ing suggestions about them.
their usual fine performance to help make the
Work: A student should try to obtain a po- evening a success.

The Good Old Summertime

S

Retro Spex
By Harry Spaelh

Although this column is making its initial appea1'ance a bit
ta1'dil11 in the school 11ea1', we
hope it proves enjo11able. · The
idea for it was born in the b1'ain
of Co-edito1' Howie Schapke1', who
p1'omptly handed it over to me,
deeming it advisable-for some
unexplainable reason - to have
RETRO SPEX written by someone with a few courses in hfstory under his belt. Any 1'elation, however, between this column and the historical method,
objectivity or social significance
is completel11 coincidental.
To be serious for a moment
though, ou1' purpose here is to
make known a few of the mo1'e
colorful incidents in Xavier's 121
year histoT1J, and possib111 to imbue a little of Xavier's rich tradition into the hearts of her students.

This ChangeleS!J World
• • .For the budding businessman
and members of Ee 140 who think
the present high (?) level of advertising a recent development,
we offer the following gem from
a 20-year-old copy of The News:
A sweet young thing is speaking: "I was afraid Grandfather
would be shocked ... He's a rather
bossy old darling and I didn't
know how he'd like the idea of
my smoking.
· "The first time I lit a C - - in front of him, he sniffed like an
old war horse...and I braced myself for trouble. But all he said
was, 'That's good tobacco, Chickabiddy'. .••"
Phew!
. . .From The News of Dec. 1,
1939, comes this trenchant observation:
"A fellow who comes to school
looking as he should, a gentleman, cleanly shaven and wearing a suit ·either. has. . .a debate
or a date."
Retro Spe:s Kurrent Komment
• • .For those still suffering from
the last attack of Bearcatphobia:
Back on May 2, 191', a Xavier
pitcher named Neil Brady struck

Between
The Lines
By Jim Ryan

Well, it seems that the Xavier campus nowadays is not
complete unless there is a pile driver in view. Last fall the
first of them made its flppearance on the Avondale side of the
campus, striving mightily to keep the Armory from slipping
down onto the practice field. And last week number two
started its steady "kachunck,
kachunck" next to Albers Hall.
The grapevine, that unusually unreliable source of unusually unreliable information, reports that
test borings are being made in
preparation for the erection of
Logan Hall.
This long awaited event will
undoubtedly bring with it other
noisy contraptions, all necessary
to the work at hand. Bulldozers,
pneumatic drills, steam shovels
and cement mixers will compete
for attention with Archimedes'
Principle, the intricacies of balancing the family budget, and
Ciceronic prose style.
And, I suppose, a fence will be
erected all about, with holes at
appropriate heights for the benefit of sidewalk superintendants.
South Hall will become empty,
as the student with an hour or
two to kill goes down to watch
the men at their work. Knowing
the perpetual inquisitiveness of
the average Xavierite, I can already see the entire student body
well versed in every detail of the
construction work, knowledge
gained from personal observation
and inspection.
I know that in our neighborhood, and probably in every
out a grand total of 28 UC batters in an eleven inning game.
... And those who didn't like the
Topper Ballroom as the setting
for the 1952 junior prom might
be interested to know that the
'31 and '32 proms were held in
a much less appropriate place,
namely-the library.
Anybody interested In a TPV?

neighborhood, any building going
on was considered fair game for
juvenile explorations. After the
workman would leave, we would
move in to see what we could see.
And anything that had a motor
and could be coaxed into starting
was considered a fine discovery.
One friend found that someone
had left the keys in a bulldozer.
Being the adventuresome kind, he
started the motor. But the sound
of it frightened him, I think, or
perhaps the thought of· going over
a nearby enbankment. At any
rate it required one of the neighbors to turn the thing off.
I don't mean to imply that any
one on campus would go for a
ride in a bulldozer, although
there is nothing in the University
rules to prohibit it. On second
thought that hapless student could
be cited for not having a parking
permit on his vehicle.
But there is something fascinating about watching a building go
up,. and everyone seems to like to
inspect all the pieces of equipment involved to see what they
are, how they are .operated and
what makes them tick. And going
through an uncompleted building
gives one the sense of a "sneak
preview," a bit of knowledge
someone else doesn't have. It's a
common human trait. Witness the
swarms of people who troop
through an apartment building or
a house which is open for inspection, people who have no, idea
whatsoever of buying or renting.
So bring on your bulldozers and
your steamshovela. The men of
Xavier are ready to watch.

Beyond
The X-Horizon
By Jim GUligan

Interested in the finer things of life? One week the UC
News Record runs a feature on one of the Gayety's stars, a
dancer, wherein the reporters attempt to show how she is
really quite a respectable young lady. Then the very next
week, the editors print a cartoon depicting one of the patrons
as he enters the establishmentcollar turned up, carefully looking around and finally sneaking
in to make sure no one sees him.
The paper's policy doesn't seem

Peek Of Week
Monday, Mar. 10
Student Council, Rm. 10, 1:30
p.m.
Sodality Lenten Movies, South
Hall, 1:30 and 9 p.m.
NFCCS, Parlor B, "I p.m.
Tuesday, Mar. 11
Clef Club, Fine Arts Room, "1:30
p.m.
Accounting Society Meeting,
South Hall, "I :30 p.m.
Wednesday, Mar. 1Z
Compulsory Convocation, Field
House, 1:30 p.m.
Sodality, Rm. 108, "I, p.m.
Economics Club, South Hall,
"1:30 p.m.
Thursday, Mar. 13
Hobby Fair, Diocesan High
Schools, South Ball, All Day.
Poland Philopedlan Society,
Fine Arts Room, "I :30 p.m.
Saturday, Mar. 15
Fine Arts Recordings, Fine Arts
Room, 1 p.m.
Family Life Conference, South
Ball, 2 p.m.
Monday, Mar. 1"I
Placement Interviews, Parlor C,
9 a.m. on.
Student Council, Rm. 10, 1:30
p.m.
NFCCS, Parlor B, "I p.m.
Tuesday, Mar. 18
Booklovers, South Hall, 2:30
p.m.
Clef Club, Fine Arts Room, "1:30
p.m.
Dads' Club, South Ball, 8:15
p.m.
Wednesday, Mar. 19
Sodality Lenten Movies1 South
Ball, 1:30 and 9 p.m.
Sodality, Rm. 108, "I p.m.
Thursday, Mar. 20
French Club, Fine Arts Room,
7:30 p.m.
Poland Philopedian Society,
Rm. 46, "I :30 p.m.
Friday, Mar. 21
Annual Family Life Conference,
South Ball, "I p.m.

to be too consistent in this point.
Myself, I think that the ceiling
caved in on the wrong theater.

• • •

A news picture appeared in the
Ohio State Lantern showing a
group of the leading statesmen of
the U. S. and Great Britian
gathered around ol' H.S.T. whose
pointed finger and open mouth
seemed to be holding their attention as they sat aboard the presidential yacht Williamsburg. Caption above said photo-"Well, we
could always raise taxes." You
said it, Harry!

• • •

Bigotry and intolerance were
rudely jolted in Detroit recently
when "15 of that city's Jewish citizens combined to present the
University of Detroit with a gift
of $'7 ,500 as a gesture of friend·
ship and brotherhood to a sch0ol
now In· its seventy-fifth year.
Know who was on hand to accept
the gift? Why none other than our
former president, Very Rev. Celestin J, Steiner, S.J., who, Incidentally, is getting set to dedicate
the school's new Armory whim
is to have a seating capacity of
some 12,000-roughly the size of
the Cincinnati Gardens!

• • •

For the West Coast T.V. viewers, the University of California
is telecasting an extention course
for credit on child psychology.
This is not the first "telecourse,"
however, as the University of
Utah and Western Reserve University have both had courses for
credit over television.

• • •

Explaining that one must have
training and pass a test before
being able to receive a driver's
license, the Rev. John A. O'Brien
of Notre Dame called for a law
requiring all couples contemplat·
Ing marriage to complete a pre·
marital course consisting of twelve
lectures as a prerequisite for the
purchase of a mirrlage llceme.
"The stability of the home Is no
less important than safety on the
highway," he stressed. It Is his
opinion that something along this
line might help curb the appalllns
divorce rate.
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Bks. 8 Residents Pool Money
To Purchase Television Set

Seniors' Records.
Must Be Checked
Before Graduation
The Registrar's Office announced this week that seniors must
make appointments to see Mr.
Fellinger to check their records
and to make formal application
for ther degrees before Apr. 1.
Mr. Fellinger emphasised that
seniors failing to make formal
application for their degrees will
definitely not be graduated in
June.
It was also announced that
Senior Theses in biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics and
psychology must be submitted by
·May 12.

Schaefers Elected
Head Of Rifle Club

::::=::c=:=~==

Joe Thompson (right) adjusts the dial of the highly-prized Barracks 8 TV set while fellow dormitorian George Gilmartin beams
with approval. The set is the result of the combined eltorts of Bar~
racks 8 residents.
-Photo by Bennno

By Hana Ceialer .
·
No one over in Barracks 8 is dissatisfied any longer with
dormitory life. They are all working harder than ever (they
. t
b h . .
f
say) . Th
· e reason f or a11 th is s ange e avior is a sort o
student co-operative which the Hall 8 boys set up during the
Christmas holidays for the purpose of purchasing their own
·,
television set.
With everyone chipping in, the
success of the enterprise was
alarming. All the wizardry of
. S 'nt Nick himself couldn't have
s::passed the speed with which
the TV set was acquired. Now the
South Hall TV audience in the
evenings is suffering. Instead of
trekking all the way to the Pioneer
Room for their TV cramps, the
Barracks a boys don't have to
venture out from under their roof.
A schedule of hours assigned
for study wa8 worked out after

Missioners Need
Student Support,
Theme Of Talks

,
which the bo~s were ~o be allowed
to watch their favorite programs.
However, a~ one rat?er realistic
student put it, he studies zealously
not because of, but in spite of, the
new set.
At the end of the school year
the nam~s of all t~e residents of
Hall 8 wlll be put mto a hat. The
student whose name is drawn will
be allowed· to take the t~levision
set home with him. Applications
for admission to Barracks 8, at
last count, were being turned
down as fast as they were being
made.

Jack Schaefers, junior philosophy major from Cincinnati, was
elected president of the Xavier
Rifle Club at its meeting last
week. Other new officers of the
club are Jim Richter, vice president· Don Hils secretary and
Jim Kelley trea~urer
'
At rese~t the m~mbers are
compepti'ng amon g th emse1ves f or
the first five positions. The men
with the five best scores will take
pa~t in? nation-:wi~e meet at the
University of Ilhnois ~n Mar. 15.
Last Wednesday evenmg, Mar. 5,
the riflemen entertained the University of Dayton rifle team at
the Armory range, The results
were not available as The News
went t? press.
. .
President Schaefers has mvited
?nyone who has had experience
m shooting to try out for the
team. The activity is recognized
as a minor sport, and team memhers are awarded school monograms. ·

Need Of Catholic Education
p oi~te
. d ·out. T o ity S Laymen

c· '

Eight Faculty Members
Address Local Parishes

Eight Xavier faculty members
are currently preaching Sunday
sermons on "The Necessity of Catholic Higher Education" in over
forty Cincinnati parishes.
The talks which are being arranged by Rev. Carl J. Burlage,
S.J., instructor in philosophy;
will continue through March. Besides Fr. Burlage, the faculty
members preaching the sermons
are Rev. Thomas P. Conry, s. J.,
instructor in history; Rev. Frank
T. Dietz, S. J., student counsellor;
Rev. William P. Hetherington,
S. J., chairman of the department
of classical languages; Rev. Jerome Lemmer, S. J., chairman of
the philosophy department; Rev.
Edward M. Loveley, S. J., chairman of the theology department;
Rev. Albert H. Poetker, S. J.,
professor of physics, and Rev. W.
Eugene Shiels, S. J., chairman of
the history department.

Literary Editor
To Give Address
Before X Alumni
A notable event has been_planned _by th~ Alumni Association of
Xavier with. the appearance ~n
campus of Rev. Harold C. Gardiner, .s. J., Lit~rary Editor of
America, on Friday, Mar. 28. Fr.
Gardiner, author of the recentlypublished American Novel in the
Last 50 Years, last appeared at
Xavier in 1947 during the Great
Books Program.
The alumni meeting is scheduled for the library and Fr. Gardiner's topic will be "Saints and
Sinners in Modern Fiction." All
Alumni and their wives from
Xavier, alumnae of OLC and Mt.
St. Joseph, as well as interested
students are invited. Admission
will be free.

New Arrival For Harts
A leap year bundle arrived at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Hart on Feb. 29. The baby girl,
named Mary Agnes Hart, tipped
the scale at 8 lbs. 5 oz. Mr. Hart
is an instructor in mathematics.

Atop Cincinnad91
Hiatoric Miiiie Ball

Three associate editors of Jesuit Missions, national Jesuit mission magazine, addressed Xavier
students of religion and Christian
Culture classes on Tuesday and
Wednesday, Mar. 4 and 5. Revs.
Leo E. Birney, S. J., Lawrence N.
Harrie, S. J., and John H. McCummiskey, S. j., talked informally to the classes to urge spiritual and financial support for the
world-wide missions of the Society of Jesus. The Editors put
special stress on the spiritual conWhere The Nation's Top Bands Play Each Saturday Evenlnr
tribution. They ·also emphasized
CINCY'S LARGEST AND FINEST DANCE FLOOR
that the Jesuits have the largest
number of men on the home and
And Bis
Saturday Eve
foreign missions of any mission
Orchestra
Marc~
8
organization in the land.
'rhere are 1,022 Jesuit priests,
Most Reasonable Food ancl Drink Prices In Greater Cincinnati
scholastics and brothers laboring
in Alaska, China, Formosa, Ceylon, British and Spanish Honduras, the Marshall-Caroline Is- ~:;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;:;:;:;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;;;;;;;;:;;:;~
lands, the Philippines, Japan,
Jamaica, Baghdad, and Patna,
For
Jamshedpur, and New Delhi, India, as well as on Indian and
GOOD TASTE
Negro missions here at home.

.limmy Featherstone

RESERVATIO.NS---CH 3086

'l'lae Drq Store . . . . .

te

GOOD HEALTH

Xa'Ylll' 1Jnl•enltJ'

EVANSTON

and

1818 Moatiomel'J' Bea4

tor Spring

From the College Shop
Undergrad suits in new medium shade of grey
flannel or navy flannel with hand-stitched
edges. Also in the new light-tone club checks.
All meticulously tailored and styled. Regulars
and longs in sizes 36 to 42
SI.SO

College Shop • Second Fl0or
Dia•od J.~llt

at

THE SHIRT LAUNDRY

~lathes

Cotton argyles in eye-catching diamond patterns colored for Spring in pastels or dark.
tones. Easy to wash ... just put them in the
washing machine. Sizes 10 V2to13. Pair J.00

The Abe Baumrin•
J»harmaey
ALL Y01JB LAUNDRY

ll11dergrnd

An IDdepeadei.,, BJnee Ila

Mabley~arew
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FRANKLy SPEAKING XAVIER

NEWS MVP AWARD TO BE PRESENTED AT CAGE BANQUET
....,., ,.,......__..,_____

ocru\~·'P·~~.,~-'°i"'l"'..,_;°""'1'""

• Cage Season 'was Interesting!

• Hoffer Now Army Star!

IT LOOKED as if it were going to be a long, hard basketball
winter at Xavier back on the night of Nov. 26, 1951. The scene was
the uneventful town of Hazard, Ky., and the Xavier Musketeers,
inexperienced as a first day recruit, had just 'dropped their first
game of the season by a 31 point margin. Needless to say, the players
and their new coach, Ned Wulk, were none too elated. In the same
category, the fans and student body alike were selecting ~ome juicy,
pessimistic phrases to describe the basketball body at Xavier.
But everyone was fooled. Sure the 10-H record is as unenviable
as takia&' a comprehensive on a beautiful summer day, but the coach
and players made the season an interesting one. There was only
one game where the team was defeated before the first quarter was
over, and that was in Lexington against mighty Kentucky. Every
other game, whether the players played up to par or not, was at
least exciting aud interesting. No one could ask for a better game,
win or lose than the team played against Miami (twice), Dayton
(twiee) cm'cinnati (twice), Tampa, and the home game with Louisville. The games farther away from Xavier were just as inte.resting
aad in each game the players showed greater and greater signs of
improvement. This is just another credit to Ned.
.
It's a rather discouraging element to take up the reigns when
the odds on the horse's winning are extremely high. The players and
Coach Wulk knew before the rugged season started that everyone
conceded them wins over Franklin, Chase, John Carroll and Ball
State-but no more. However, with their determination and the
usual Xavier spirit to win, or at least play a respectable game, they
gave their followers something to rave about many, many ,times.
As for Ned Wulk, Xavier is
once again fortunate to have a
coach so young and with "so much
on the ball" as the 20th century
lingo puts it.
Usually, one can get a sound
idea of a coach by talking to some
of the men he coaches. Naturally,
some of the athletes, under aggressive coaches, will easily be
disgruntled, but that will exist
until every man on athletic teams
is able to be a first-stringer. However, in Ned's case it's amazing
to hear the complimentary manner in which the players speak
of "Ned."
Wllat has impressed this eolamn
111t creatlJ' durinc the season is
a.at Ned will not replay a lost
came over and over after the
Mtul eontest has ended. Be sees
Bead Coach Ned Wolk
and knows In what the team errored and what they lacked. But he
doesn't make a habit of moaninc or "crying'' about the players'
lillorteomlnp. 'Dtat's what practice sessions are for, and the Xavier
eueh knows it. AU In all, Xavier, with head coaches like Walk and
Ed Klaska, is truly and amasaally fortunate.

...,-'I I Gibson

Hotel Scene Of Dinner;
1952-53 Cage Captain To Be Named

.~MW~~:.oMt<...;.l!f~;"'i,.....,_...,_ _ _ _ _ _

TOP CoACHES' ACCLAIMEl>
TffF ~AVIER fl.ASH ,.
•

• The "Goose" Was Loose!

By Fronk Sommerkamp
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Coach Ned Wulk's Xavier basketball squad will be feted
at the annual cage dinner at 6 p.m. Tuesday, Mar. 11, at the
Hotel Sheraton-Gibson Roof Garden at\vhich time the second
annual Xavier News Most Valuable Players Award will be
presented .
Alumni and friends of Xavier
Recipient of this coveted award
are cordially invited. Reservahas been decided upon via a sec- tions may be made by calling the
ret vote conducted this week. Xavier ti ck e t office, Redwood
Factors considered in the MVP 2341. Women are welcome.
selection include: number of
points, minutes played, turnovers,
team play, and such intagibles
as spirit, morale and team loyalty.
Rev. James V. McCummiskey,
S. J., Xavier philosophy professor, will be toastmaster at the
'banquet. Other speakers will be
Coach Ned Wulk, Athletic DiIt was the "greatest honor ever
rector Al Stephan, 1951-52 Cap- bestowed upon me" said Coach
tain Gene Smith and John Wi!JSe, Ed Kluska this week after he rePresident of the Musketeer Club. ceived the coveted George Gipp
Those parties selected to vote Award for being named the "Liton the XU News Most Valuable tle All-America Coach of the
Player Award, which is donated Year" at Kansas City, Mo.
annually by the Cincinnati GarThe award was presented to
den s, Inc., include: players, Xavier's head football coach TuesCoach Wulk, Al Stephan, ath- day night at the annual Knute
letic director, Bob Coates, sports Rockne Testimonial Dinner. Dr.
publicist, Frank Sommerkamp, D. M. Nigro, president of the
Xavier News sports editor, and Rockne Club 'of America, made
sportswriters Paul Cain, Larry the presentation.
Berger, Jim McGrath, Logan RaKluska told The News, "I'm
pier, and Bob Sigenthaller.
appreciative for the interest Dr.
Last year's MVP trophy, the Nigro has shown in me and the
first of its kind, was awarded to game of football."
The Musketeer coach received
Bob Dean. Bob was Co-captain
and one of Xavier's most out- an overwhelming majority of the
standing athletes.
votes cast in a poll of coaches,
Besides the awarding of the football officials, newspaperman,
News trophy, awards will be radio and television sportcasters.
made by the Musketeer Club and
Bob Coates, Xavier's athletic
the Xavier Student Council. The p u b I i c it y head, accompanied
1953 team captain also will be Kluska to Kansas City for the
announced by Coach Wulk.
presentation.

...£.'11' ~~~..,.~\

1'olNTS AGAINST

~.r($ \\\ ~c,1(,.0

Kluska Gets
Gipp Award At
Kansas Dinner

NIT· Bound Dayton, Louisville
Hand Xavier Final Setbacks

By Larry Berger
' peared that they would. The CinThe Xavier Musketeers ended a cinnatians held a 25-13 lead at one
surprisingly successful season by time in •the first quarter which
piling up 87 points in a losing ef- was their biggest lead of the game.
fort against the Louisville Card- The game was ti.ed fifteen times
inals at Louisville Wed., Feb. 27. and the lead changed hands nine
The score was 101-87.
times.
Counted out before the season With four minutes remaining in
.........
began, by the exper$S, they the contest and Xavier leading
showed they could do more than 80-72, the Flyers EUddenly got hot,
__..
just hold their own against the and scored ten straight points
•
major college basketball teams in while holding the Muskies scoreHUCK BUDDE had the honor of making this Xavier cage team
the country. Their 76 point a- less. This late drive by Dayton
ihe scoringest team in Musketeer cage history. With 53 seconds regame-average was the highest was climaxed by big Don Meineke,
maining in the third period of the final game (against Louisville),
ever compiled by a Xavier team. 6'7" center who sank the winning
Huck Dipped in a hook shot giving Xavier its 62nd and 63rd points.
The Muskies, handicapped by bucket with just 48 seconds reIt broke the old record on season points of 1799 tallied in 32 games.
their lack of height against the maining.
.... ,,.. .....
---~ ...
This &eason, the Wulkmen tallied 1826 in only 24 games.
• •
far taller Cardinals, just couldn't
Regulars Foul Out
By Paul Cain
stand up and cheer."
catch up to them as the Wulk men
The Wulkmen started out as
'DIE LOUISVILLE ~e was a typical "last" came lor both
He currently has no inten- "Lawrence Tech was my best
lost the 14th game in twenty-four though they were going to run
teams. Both elalls were williDc, bat the flesh seemed weak. As the t"
ff 11
.
.
list' night maybe because my favor0 owmg a J~w;1a
1-lsville '"Times" pllrased it in their eicht eolamn headline, "UL. ion
.ic ite ;hot (the jump from the
starts. Behind 83-68 in the last away with the Flyers as they
Beaches Century 3rd Time, Foe Too Tired
Ban." But once again, ¥rofess10n, but Xavie~ s retir- pivot) was clicking (he hit 33
quarter,_ x.avier. put o~ a spurt to held a 26-17 lead at the ~nd of the
the wol'ldnc press noticed the Xayier .spmt. Larry Boeek of th,e mg basketball captain . Gene that night) but the second Mi.
pull . w1th1n five pomts 0 ~ !he first quarter. They were paced by
"Coarier-loarnal" said, "The 14-pomt vaeto!'Y lo! ~e Cards wasn t Smith has done a magnificant ami game was the team's best of
Xavier's basketball team wrote nine new records into Cardmallsli at 90-85• btutth Lowsvllle Captain Gene Smith, play:Ug his
.
.
was pu ng away a
e gun.
eomplled :as etrortlessly as that 101 tally IDl&'ht m~eate.
job in rewriting the Musketeer the season," commented Smith. the Musketeer cage Journals
1as t h ome game of the season an d
durmg the 1951-52 season desIn 1 ·
X .
k
"Fichtin&' Xavier, a stubborn erew when behmd, foucht back cage record journals.
Gene, in his slow drawl, a speed . .
.
.
.
.
'
osmg, av1er san an amaz- Guard Tom Simms. Simms had
d s 'th
d 20
bravely twice."
•.
•
It seems a peculiar quirk of which seems to characterize his p1te its losing season which shows 10 wms against 14 setbacks. ing 45 per .cent of their shots 21
However, no one will deny the ruggedness of the sched- against their far taller opponents.
Tahn
mid. garnrtere
·
However, there was one very positive factor m the game. The nature that Middie who had to motion except on the basketball
·
L · ·11 h't
38
t f
e secon qua er was a comperformance of Bob "Shooter'' Diekman was. a stellar one. "Tre~s" be begged to pla; high school court, added, "I sure will hate to ule and the game-by-game improvement shown by the inex- omsvi e i on
t .
f th fi t
percen
th
their shots
P1e e l eversa1 o
e rs as e
played most of the second half and looked quite sharp on his tip-ms basketball, should develop into leave Xavier and the 'team this perienced cagers. Coach Ned
. ·
.
. Flyers led by Joe Paxton comCaptam Gene Smith played his I t 1 ' d · t d 1
' th
and ceneral all-aroamd play.
one of Xavier's greatest athletes. year-THEY'RE THE GREAT - Wulk took charge last October Smith and juniors Huck Budde
·
·
·
last game in a Musketeer uni- P e e Y omma e P ay as
ey
• • •
with iust three returning letter- and Tom Simms all averaged
.
. outscored the Muskies 28-18 to
DURING THE halftime at the Louisville-Xavier game, Bob He's definitely ~ne of the fewt EST."
.
·
·
ki
tr h Musketeers durmg the recen
Middie's "collegiate" playing men. As the campaign terminated more than 16 points a game. form, but made h~s last y~ar his take a short 45-H lead at the inLochmueller was presented with a huge, expensive- 1oo ng op y
t b'
. t d
d' days may ·not be over yet be- the Musketeers ranked as the No. Budde had a 17.l mean. Simms gr~atest. He. contr.'buted n:neteen termission.
0
as a result of a vote conducted among 10,000 Louisville fans. The years,
e nom~a e as can •finished with 16.3 points a game. pomts to bri?g. hi.s seasons total
The second half started where
announcer making the presentation, said that because the outcome date for ~;1E-Amer1c.an
. h d cause he has been asked to .play 10 scoring team in the nation.
Team
Sets
Five
Records
The
"Big
Three
Musketeers"
ac~u;::·
~dbr~~~an~a~·:r
a;:::;1;,~
the
first quarter left off as Xavier
of the votlng was so close, Bob Brown of the Cards would receive
The 6'5
.cononncs ~aior .. a with the College All Stars ·who
Th ann uncer then reached into a huge box and offers from six other uruversities, meet the Harlem Globetrotters at As a team the Musketeers set counted for over 54 points a conoutscored the Daytonians 23-17 to
·
a runner-up prize.
e
o
. 1 .
I
B" T
b t h
with 25 points.
k
h h" d
handed Brown a big white goose.
me udmg t_1e
i.g ~n, u
e the Cincinnati Garden, Apr. 11. five records. The 1,825 points they test.
ta e a 67-62 lead at t e t ir stop.
amassed
in
24
games
is
the
most
in
Other
minor
marks
were
set.
Dayton
Edges
l\luskies
The
Muskies
were
lead by forlanation
the
fans
in
Louisville
tabbed
Brown
graced
Xavier
with
his
presence
As f or an exp
'
' b
"X" tendered him a
the history of Xavier basketball. Smith played the full 4Q-minutes
The fired up Xavier Muske- ward Jim Phelan who sank three
"The Goose." Whenever he had a good night all the sportscasters e~ause
.
.
uld
· "th
· l
"
solid Catholic educat10n and
The 76.0 points per game average in 15 of the 24 games, which top- teers dropped an 82-80 heart- straight. longshots at the offset of
wo
say,
e goose is ~ose.; • • •
"Middie" wanted to remain close
is another high mark. The 103 ped the nine complete game par- b
k
t th D t
Fl
the quarter.
points they tallied against Frank- ticipated in by Bob Dean last rea er 9
e ay ?on
yers It was during the last quarter
"'TH THE termination of the "major sports" season at Xavier, to his Middletown home.
''
The Intramural basketball !in on Decemher
is a single winter. Simmr went the route in on Feb. -4 with 12,0-0 scream- that seven pluyers left the game
Sets New Records
We'd' certainly like to pay tribute where it is overdue. Head cheerleague finished its regular season game high. Loyola,1 Ill. counted 11 contests this season.
ing fans, the third largest via the foul route with four of
leader Phil Cahill and his boys did a great job in keeping the fans
It's nothing new to Gene to be Wednesday Feb 21 but th S thSimms and Bob Heim, running crowd ever to see a college game them being Flyers. Xavier lost
in a spirited mood throughout each and every event, especially dur- on the winning side of the ledger western High School ba~k:t~all 103 points against the Muskies for
ing the basketball season. Phil and his crew reached their height b~t~1 individually and t.eamwise. tournament has delayed the start another mark and the rombined mates at guard, battled it out for in the Cincinnati Garden, looking Smith, Huck Budde, and guard
Bob Heim, who continued to perdaring the last Dayton game when even though it was Xavier's v; hi'.e he attended Hamilton Ca- of the Intramural tournament. 188 points registered in th" Louis- leadership in assists with Simms on.
The Muskies were determined form like a seven-footer as he
home game, the Dayton fans out-numbered us 55% to 45%. Take a tholic, the Rams won 48 and lost The tournament will finish on ville-Xavier 1;ame on February 27 the winner by a 150 to 145 count.
bow men ! ! !
but 3; at Xavier the Muskies won Mar. 8 and the Intramural tour- is the mo>t in a Xavier game. Their respective averages of 6.2 to shatter the NIT-bound Flyers' snatched rebound after rebound.
and 6.0 place them among the sixteen game winning streak, and
Leading scorer of the game was
• • • • •
63 and lost 49 (including exhibi- ney will get underway Mar. 10. Louisville won, 101-87.
FORMER XAVIER player and coach Bill Ho!Ier has found a t'
)
Most of the individual honors "top ten" Jn the nation.
the way the game started it ap- Meineke with 25.
· ·
·
tons
·
Drawings
for
the
IM
tourney
home in the Army. Bill, according to his brother Eddie, is P1ay.'n~
D · g 1· f
ear caree at
go, to Capt. ·Gene (Middie) Smith,
on a service cage team out of Indiantown Gap, Pa. Some of Bills • 1:'rm
our Y
r
will take place Fri., Mar. 7 at
XaviMer, Mk itddie set and thedn rie- 3: 30 p.m. All captains must at- 6-5 center and All-American canteamm ates are Fred Duite, from St. Bonaventure, Jack Fuchs, Seton
Paul Sheedy* Swilcl1ed to Wildroot Cream-Oil
didate. ::;mith, the only senior on
R'
s~t
us ·e eer cage recor s._ n tend the drawings.
Hall All Sloan from Iowa, Chet Schmanski, Citadel and Gene mg !us final year, the drawlmgThree undefeated teams have the tear'ii, broke his old scoring
Because lie Flunked The i'iuger-Nail Test
· d thl t
t f
·
f ron: Indiana. Bill scored 18 points in his last game.
v~1~e
a e e se our ~ew m- been crowned champions of their mark of 361 points of last season
Spring football practice will
d~vidual marks. T1':ey mclude, respective leagues in the IM,play. as he meshed the nets for 495
highest ~umi:ier of pomts per s.ea- In League One, Hall lOA (7-0) marks. His average of 20.6 points begin at Xavier March 17, Head
Total AVG. son (490), highest number pomts finished in first while Marion Hall a game is a new high and places Coach Ed Kluska revealed this
• Pla)"l!r
R
Pts.
A
PF
F>l
Games FGA FGM FA
62
35 297 495 i~:~ per college ca~eer (1109) • high: 2A (5-2) and the Day Jumps (5-2) him among the nation's "top 20." week.
166 105
24 503 195 154
Gene Smith. c
410
2i4
35
96
85
157
458
24
Approximately 47 men will
Huck Budde. f
45 Against Georgetown
72 150' 109 393 16.3 est .number pomts per game. <40 ended in a second place tie.
• 105
24 392 144 154
Tom Simms. g
130
200 · 8·3 agamst. Georgetown) and high- League Two's undefeated team Middie had his "best" night turn out for the spring drills.
90
145
64
93
68
162
24
Bob Heim, g
86
97
75
30
23
32
37
141
23
Jim Phelan. f
64
83
35
63
25
43
29
llO
est pomt-per-game average for was Elet Hall 3A (7-0) while against Georgetown, Ky. as he The squad will be comprised of
24
l\'latt DeBoor. f
6i
77
17
39
3
32
22
84
19
Bob Dickman, c
16
32
13
20
17
10
career at Xavier (16.6).
Marion 3A (6-1) finished' in sec- connected for 17 field goals and eight juniors, 18 sophomores, and
41
11
19
Paul :Margerum, f
15
21
G
11
7
27
11
Dick Byrne, g
While
_
di.scussing
~he
past
seaond place. The champion in 11 free tosses for 45 points-an- 21 freshmen. Coach Kluska lost
16
17
4
20
4
8
6
14
12
Bob Aubcr~er • f
12
4
3
2
0
1
13
6
3
Dick Berning, g
s~n,.
Sm1ttie
couldn
t
help
menLeague Three was Hall 10 (7-0) other Musketeer mark. Also, the 16 seniors from his undefeated
10
5
0
IG
i
6
20
2
19
Dave Bils, g
.
honmg
some_
of
the
tough
opfollowed
in second place by Elet 1,109 points he tallied in his 66 1951 team. This latter group will
Others
0
76
460 1046 1825
i970 684 7ia 457 552
Xavier
618
1892
645
394
78.B
ponents
Xavier
met.
He
figures
3B
(5-2).
These seven teams, plus game career at Xavier is another graduate in June.
749
Opponents
The spring squad will be
Fr•• Throw
Kentucky and Dayton as the best one more (the one with the high- "highest." He averaged 16.6 points
Field Goal
Complete Fo•led. Mlnatea
Perceataces
formed around the nucleus of
Game• oa& •laye4
Player
in
his
tenure
at
Xavier.
Ph•~reeatac••
.719
and
says
"'Monk'
Meineke
is
tops
est
winning
percentage
of
the
reBerning
.462
11
5
882.0
Simms
Au berger
.429
The "accent on offense" has pro- Co-captains John Skole and
15
..
849.0
~=:~:~ in my book."
maining teams will participate in
Smith
Heim
.420
8
5
829.0
Budde
duced
another combined mark. Frank Milostan.
Sm{
th
.387
Byrne
.636
"Ned Is Best"
the Intramurai tournament.
4
8
'1'10.5
Hehn
Simms
.36'1
0
4
459.'l
Phelan
i~~';,
:~
Smith
praised
Coach
Ned
Wulk
Budde
.343
0
4
3'18.9
DeBoor
Margerum
.268
0
0
315.2
Dickman
DeBoor
.264
N:f.i~r;=
:~:f
by using the superlatives quite ~=-====-11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~=====
0
0
137.6
Margerum
Phelan
.262
rnckman
.531 freely. "I think he's the best
0
0
81.2
Byrne
Dickman
.262
0
1
81.2
Auberger
~llsbcrger
:i~ coach I've ever had and one of
NEW
B;:rne
.259
0
1
66.0
Hlls
H1ls
.100
0
0
19.0
Berning
Berning
·000 the greatest men I've ever had
38
32
Totals
POOi SHEEDY was in a:he soup with a turtle named Myrtle.
TEAM
.347
.636 the pleasure of meeting." Gene 5= = =
5= = =88 Georgetown,
Ky.TEAM
70 then continued, "Ned has a lot
ENGLAND
X Seores, Scorers
'°rm ia 3, tO!'rizzy/• he Wailed, Hwhat shell I do?°' uwell,
5
orr. 79 l\tiam;, o. smWhf ·
82 of personal contact with his p!ayThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
it's your messy hare that paE"ts you fi:om all the girls," his
XU
Hi1::b Scorers On Second LIDe
Budde 32 • Smith 20 ·
... ers \Vhich means he knows the
HAT
roommate said. Better get Wildroot Cream-Oil!" Non·
84.
Beloit
•
85
51 Eastern Kentucky
Smith 31.
players and their capabilities a
alcoholic. Contains soothing Lanolin. Relieves dryness. Reenergy
restoring
food
makes
it
an
essential
19
103
83
103 Franklin Snl.ith,
'
66
Loyo~~~~· 26, smith 21.
lot better."
~
§
moves loose, ugly dandruff. Helps you pass the Finger-Nail
15
16
17
MANUFACTURING E_
81 ~~· · Budde · s;mms · 65 GO ~;:;';W,n& Budde 18, Simms 17. 67 The student body came in for E_
Test. Paul got Wildroot Cream-Oil and now he's out turde·
in
every
student's
diet.
Budde 23.
87 Hanover. Ind.
68 son1e kind -,vords of appreciation _
necking all the time! So don't stick yo11r neck out ••• get
69
JndlaB~dde 1'7, Simms 15.
:~ 83 Tamp~mith 21 ' Simms 2a.
-z7 fro1n the lanky, free-\vheeling E
some terrapin-money and hurry to the nearest d£ug or toilet
COMPANY
72 Kentucky
Simn1s 28, Budde 19, Smith 18
1
67 pivotman. "Middie" cited espec- S1niU1 25, Budde 18.
74 1\'lian1i, 0.
goods counter for a bottle or tube of Wildroot Cream-Oil.
'll John Carroll
67
Simms 25, Budde 23, Smith 22
ial1y the spiiit that prevailed at :
And ask for ic on your hare at your favorite barber shop.
Sn1ilh 24, Simms 19.
63 Cincinnati
68
82 WestcBrunddKecn&t~cks'1.'n1ms 20.
92
Budde 23, Simms 13
the first Louisville game and the
Then you"ll really be in the swim.
91 last Dayton contest. "That last § 118 East Sixth Street
84 Lawrc'1c;.;~0 ~. Simms rn
, 3 Ball state •
59
of131So.HarrisHi//Rd.1 U"l'ilfi,111rrvi!le, N. Y.
AV. 3116
2519 Vine Street
77 Cinci;:a\Vt -28, Simms 20.
70 74 Villano5~ith 22, Simms 17
93 Dayton
ga1ne"
said "Middie," :
Cincinnati, Ohio
Budde 29, Smith 16.
BO Dayton
82 "was the toughest to lose but it :
Wildroot Company, Inc., Buffalo 11, N. Y.
50 Kentucky
83
Simms 21, Smlth 20
Budde ia
B7 Louisville
101 sure made me feel good to come :
_
Budde
25,
Smith
19
77
67 Louisville
won 10 Lost H
. out of the game and have people iilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli:
Smith 21.
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Musketeers Set Nine Cage
Marks Despite 10 -14 Record

°.
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~\\'~~"~,

°

• •

IM Tom•ney Set

To Open Mar. 10

:is .

° .

Spring Grid Drills
To Start Mar. 17

J.

Final Xavier Basketball Statistics

•

•

Too Important To Forget-
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J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
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Tavern Schedule

DOWN FRONT
By Herc Ruether

Now that Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis are severa l days
departed from Cincinnati, schools have again reached t h e
state which for them is termed "normal," bodies have been
picked up, and traffic is again flowing through the Fountain
Square area. If you like, Cincinnati is once again her con-

Two Business Firms To HQld
Interviews For Xavier Seniors

The Mermaid Tavern meeting
schedule for the remainder of the
second semester was released this
week by Rev. Paul J. Sweeney, The Placement Office, under the
S. J., Tavern Warder. The sched- direction of Mr. Frank L. Luken,
ule follows:
bas arranged for two more interMERMAID TAVERN: CASTOR, views for seniors with leading
1952
ousiness firms and organizations.
Mar. 10: Cynthi's Revels
The first will be a group meeting
" 17: Eyas Wrighting
for accounting majors on Wed" 24: Lady Day Tavern
nesday, Mar. 12, in Rm. 10 at
1:30 p.m. M r. J ohn w
. • Bauden" 31: All-Fools Tavern
Apr. 14: Easter Highday (A 11- distel, local ag~nt for the Bureau
Patron)
of Internal Revenue, will discuss
" 21: St. George Dragon
the job of Deputy Collector wit~
" 28: May Day Tavern
that government bureau. The
May 5: Bloomsbury Jacques
position has a starting salary of
" 12: Friday Room
$4205 per year.
" 19: Bede Highday
On Wednesday, Mar. 19, Mr.
June 3: Sores . High day (All- F: C. Page, college recruitment
Patron)
officer for -the Goodyear Tire and
July, August, September Sum- Rubber Co. of Akron, will give
mer Highdays (All highdays on private interviews for the GoodMonday save Sores; Tues., 6/3) year college trainee program. Mr.

Page's interviews are open to
seniors majoring in any field.
Seniors interested in either or both of the interviews should
make appointments in the Placement Office in Hinkle Hall. Literature on these jobs can also be
obtained in the Placement Office.

Grad Interviews Ready
Placement Officer Frank L.
Luken has invited students graduating in September, 1952, and
January, 1953; to register for·
placement now. They may also
register for campus interviews
along with June, 1952, graduates.
This invitation has been sent out
because there are normally :few
companies. visiting the campus
during the summer and fall.

servative self.
It's hard to understand this Part l·n your •11'fe.·-. •
"conservatism" of Cincinnati, and
e This Sunday at 5:30 p.m. over
sometimes when you study th Channel 4 Marian Anderson will
temperament of the town you are be on "Meet the Masters," a bitempted to use a less compliment- weekly program that premiered
ary or at least a less ambiguous
h H ·
. two weeks ago with Jase a e1wm~Ig~~~~~~s~fuIBs1~LT~program~~~gcl-----------------------~----------------train of thought before it get
h II t

~~~~~A~~~:=f=~~~t~:~r1:1:1«••

people with their institutions and as a human being. Though it reglikes can't be accurately described istered as contrived, it was com·
in one wo1·d.
pensating in its lightness an d d eBut still I wonder why "Death parture from the formality of
of a Salesman," playing to small most concert music programs.
houses, lasted only one week in Miss Anderson's personality and
Cincinnati. The small houses ex- singing should do well on this
plain why it wasn't held over. The program.
Xavier Boy Makes Good
reason for the small audiences is
harder to explain. Maybe the lo- 1 was glad to see that Nick Seta
cal salesmen waged a subtle boy- is doing so well. He recently put
cott, and maybe too many prudish on one of his gambling exhibitions
wives kept hubby from finding before the Hamilton County Police
out what happened to Willy in Association. It's said he showed
Boston. The billboards WE're mis- 'em a few tricks.
leading.
The local reviews, following the
national line, praised it as a very
good movie. Ancl that it was. Des·
pite the typical Hollywood fault
of over - emphasing the wrong
things both in advertisement and
in the actual picture, the movie Members of the Xavier hispre&entecl the Broadway hit in tory department are currently
terrific fashion. Except for the addressing the Monsignor Gerdes
vel'y end, there was little in the Council of the K. of C. in a series
script that was changed. It was of lectures dealing with "The Cathe movie technique that some- tholic Church in History."
what distorteil the meaning of the The series was initiated Mar,
plot, but in general it was possible 4, at St. Thomas More School
to get the thought behind Arthur Hall by W. Eugene Shiels, chairMi!Jer's play.
man of the history department,
One hates to sound over-bear- who spoke on the ""The Church
ing, cynical, or snide, but possibly in Latin America."
Cincinnati didn't want to get the Other speakers scheduled to adpoint of the play-the moral, if dress the Council will be Rev.
you prefer. Possibly the Queen Thomas P. Conry, S. J., instrucCity doesn't hav.: the culture, ma- tor in history, Rev. Maurice Link,
turity or nerve to see drama on S. J., assistant professor of histhe screen. Theatre and movie tory.
box office returns indicate there
is enough money in town for people to see things. The returns also
c
}}•
indicate local taste. It seems there
are plenty of people who want to
For the fourth consecutive year
get away from th2 troubles of the Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, chairman
world; and to do so, they flock to of the English department, is
what is silly, stupid and even sin- spellmaster of the Cincinnati
ful. They neglect all others means Post and Radio Statfon WCPO
of getting away from the world's Spelling Bee which is currently
troubles, and they certainly don't being broadcast over WCPO. Two
try to stop some of the. trouble contests are held simultaneously,
by knowing themselves. They run one each for the grade school
away from themselves and show children of ·Southern Ohio and
a degrading inability to meet life. Northern Kentucky. The contests,
"Death of a Salesman" had a in which over 500 children parmessage for all people and espe- ticipate, continue for eight weeks.
cially for all those who can't see The winners of the local contests
themselves as buc-an-hour-Willy are awarded a trip to Washingand as self - hypnotized people ton, D.C., to participate in the
running away from life. When it national contest.
comes back, give yourself a break p;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
and see it.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
No. 34 ...THE FERRET

'Ch urch ff.istory'
Topic Of Lectures
Before K Of C's

X Prof Announces
p
B
ost upe 1ng ee

* * •
It might be worth while to re-

Raincoats

place the usually trite, worldly
or plain time-wasting movies with
the ones being shown by the Sodality. On Monday "The Blind
Beggar" will be shown at 1:30 in
South Hall.
So far this column may sound
like a lift from Billy Graham or
Sunday's Lenten Sermon, but one
more thing must be said. I felt
for men, · women
the technique, costumes et al
and children.
were wasted in Miss Skinner's
monologues because of an impli:.
cation that ran throughout her
material. One could get the idea
that unless you are a stone statue
of a saint, you can't have fun
unless sex plays a very dominant .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

Umbrellas
Rubbers

Galoshes

Descended from a long line of distinguished.
researchers, this studious scholar has burned too many
gallons of midnight oil to gloss over a subject lightly.
Especially such an important item as cigarette mildness.
He burrowed into the matter with his usual resolution
and concluded that a "quick puff" or a "fast sniff"
doesn't offer much evidence. Millions of smokers agree
there's but one true test of cigarette mildness.

It's the sensible te1t ••• the 30.Day Camel Mildness
Test, which simply asks you to try Camels as your
steady smoke on a day·after·day, pack-after-pack basis.
No snap judgments! Once you've tried Camels for
30 days in your "T·Zone" ('f for Throat, T for Taste),
you'll see why •••

After all the Miidness Tests •••
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Summer Schedule Released
3
3
3
3
2

I
III
II
I
Indiv.

51
51
51
63

Behler
Behler
Selzer
Selzer

208 Staff
108
10
22
10
109
109
3
3
3
2-3

II
III
II
I

20
20
22
20

Harriman
Murray
Murray
Ratterman
Harriman
Willer
Scharper
Scharper
Willer

31 Peters
3 I
3 III

53 Staff
53 Staff

X Vet Se1·ving
With Artillery
A World War II veteran and
1950 Xavier graduate, Robert H.
Gulley, is back in uniform as a
second lieutenant and cunently
in. Korea serving with Battery B
of the 9th Field Artillery Battalion, 3rd Division.
The 27-year-old lieutenant has
been in Korea since April and has
served both as a forward observer and a reconnaissance officer. Presently acting in the
latter capacity, he is responsible
for the scouting and supervision
of the gun positions. He also
works with the battery commander in establishing the ground
defense perimeter.

Book Offel's Vocational
Infol'mation To Seniors

PR Given Bulletin Board
The Xavier Public Relations
Boosters Plan For Retreat,
Department has taken over the
old military bulletin board in Albers Hall to display press rei(night And Lady, Barn Dance leases
about Xavier which appear

3 I

3 II

3 III

3 I

31
31
31
53
53

Unk

32
32
54
33

Staff
Staff
Staff
Staff

7A
7A
7B
7B
20
20
7C
7C

Labelle
Labelle
Bourgeois
Bourgeois
Rieselman
Rieselman
Inserni
Inserni

Shiels
Peters
Goodman
Conry
Staff

The Evening College Booster
Club discussed plans and arrangements for events to come at their
meeting last Sunday afternoon,
Mar. 2. The annual retreat for
Evening College students is tentatively scheduled for a weekend
during the month of March. Arrangements are being made to secure a retreat master and definite·
information will ·be forthcoming
in a future issue of The News.
A committee consisting of Ruth
Spinnenweber, Ruth Wood and

Jim Siciliano were appointed to in out-of-town newspapers and
begin preliminary arrangements magazines. Any student who finds
for the Knight and Lady Semi- an article about Xavier students,
Formal dance which will take faculty or alumni in a periodical
place early in May.
or newspaper from outside the
Also discussed was the possibil- Greater Cincinnati area is asked
ity of having a Barn Dance in to contact the Public Relations
April.
Office in· Albers Hall.
--------------------------

Booster Club To Field
Ball Team In CYO League

The Booster Club will again
sponsor a baseball team in the
CYO League during the summer
season. Sergeant Jim Sicilia~o
will again take over the reins as
. 33 Staff
manager and has indicated that
47 Harkins
the first practice will be called for
Arm. 1 Lozier
the last week in April. Any EC
33 Lozier
108 Burlage ·
students interested in trying out
47 McCummiskey may contact' Jim Siciliano or
Arm. 3 Lemmer
leave their names in the office.
109 Schwartz
109 Hecht
109 Schwartz
XUEC Editor Engaged
Staff
An engagement· of interest took
54 Staff
place recently between Miss Shirley Langen and Joe Sanker, Eve47 Harkins
ning College editor. No date has
108 Burlage
been set for the wedding.
63 LaGrange
63 Hamel
Rev. Edward M. Lovely, S. J.,
63 Hamel
chairman of the theology depart22 Fraser
ment, is the only membe1• of the
Xavier faculty who is a candidate
for the rare degree of Doctor of
Sacred Theology. No faculty member at present holds this degree.

save fuss •••
TREAT YOURSELF TO
A MODERN AUTOMATIC
GAS RANGEi

Number one on your kitchen
improvement plans should be a
wonderful new automatic gas
range. Until you own one, you'll
never know the real joy of perfect cooking results, every meal
_
you cook-how much cooler and
....,,,,......;::i
cleaner your kitchen can be-or how it frees
you from cook stove watching because of its
dependable, automatic features. Low operating cost, too, with gas from city mains.
Oon'I 11•1•1- rlsll 1our tarorlte appliance dealer _
100#, •nd Hleit 1our now automatic GAS RANG6

THI CllClllATI GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
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Xavier Family Life Conference Planned Tw~lve
Education St~nts
Experts '!o Gather Here
Doing· High School Teaching
For Sessions Mar. 21-23 250 x Grads Satisfied . W.ith Present
By
J b Pl
t S ·v • p ll Reveals
Etl Morara

The Xavier Family Life institute will sponsor its annual Family Life Conference in South
Hall on the Evanston Campus of
Xavier University on Mar. 21, 22
and 23, Mr. C. Glenn Fraser, director, has announced.
Assisting Mr. Frazer in completing arrangements for the.conference are Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Berger, prominent writers on the
subject of family life in national
magazines. Many other authorities are also expected to take part
in the conference.
The Xavier Family Life institute recently received a National
Freedom Foundation award for
its contribution to the understanding of freedom as a resuIt
L
of its 1951 conf erence.
· ·1 ast year
d
Xavier receive d a s1m1"ar awar
h
for its "operation yout program
also under the direction of Mr.
Frazer.
Many of the plans for this
year's conference have already
been complete. Rev. Edgar Schmiedler, 0. S. B., director of the
Family Life Bureau of the NCWC
has accepted the position of chairman and moderator of the panel
on the opening night of the conference, Mar. 21.
. ·
Other members of the panel
are Rev. Carl R. Steinbicker, a
member of the faculty of St.
Gregory Seminary; Morgan Wilson, a student at Villa Madonna
College; Mary Jeanne O'Brien, a
student at the Xavier University
Evening College, and · Mr. and
Mrs. James M. Shea. Mr. Shea is
the· associate editor of the Columbus Catholic Times.
Nomination blanks have been
distributed, to various community
organizations for selection of the
outstanding. family of Greater
Cincinnati for the past year. Select.ion is based upon Christian
family life and community service.
In addition to the Family Life
Conference, X av i e r performs
many other activities relating to
the Family Life Institute. Among
these are courses on marriage and
the family, family day on the
campus, a special eight-week institute entitled "restoring the
family circle," the pre-Cana conferences for engaged couples and
the campus Family Relations
Club.

0
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By Jim Breslira
Most of the 1950 graduates
who responded to a question.
X .
naire sent out by the avier
Placement Office indicated
that they are pleased with

fi:om. the ~avier Placen:ient Service m then: search for Jobs.
The x~vier ;ii1ac~ment. Office
operates m conJunction with the
Guidance Office Frank L Luken
instructor in ec~nomics is place~
ment officer. The Place:nent Sertheir jobs and are interested in vice is open to all students and
obtaining aid to help better alumni without charge.
themselves through vocational
guidance, a survey made recently
by the office revealed.
Sixty-nine graduates answered
the survey. All were employed
and included seventeen in. the
Mr. William Mueller, Compservice.
troller of the Automatic TransIn answering the question, mission plant of the Ford Motor
"Would you be interested in re- Co., wi"ll be the guest speaker of
·
I the Xavi"er Ac·counti"ng Soci"ety's
ceiving information on vocationa
X
·
·
h
guidance testing at av1er wit meet1'ng on Tuesday, Mar. 11, at
a view toward helping you make 7·. 30 p.m. 1·n South Hall. The
b
" title of his speech is "Transition,
a better j o
adjustment?
twenty - nine of forty - five said Student to Employee."
"yes."
This has been designated as
This ratio was reversed in the "Ford Night," and a special welquestion, "Are you interested in come is extended to everyone
making a job change at the pre- connected with Ford.
sent time?," with sixteen saying
"yes" and twenty-nine "no."
In 1930 St. Xavier College
Eleven of the students indicated changed its name to Xavier Unithat they had received direct aid versity.
0

For·cl C
11
omptro er
AccOUlllants' Guest

Mr. Clarence A. Sommer, assistant professor of education,
reported this week that ten undergraduate and two graduate
students arc now doing student
teaching in various local high
schools.
'
George Kn a pp is teaching
physical education at St. Xavier
High School. Bernard Roeckers
is an instructor in physical education at Roger Bacon, and August Gerding is an instructor in the_
same subject at Norwood High.
Peter Carey is teaching English
at Reading High; George Lemmel
is teaching social studies at El-

der; and Eugene . Steilberg is
teaching mathematics at Purcell.
Also at Purcell are Richard Holtkamp and Herman Ruether, instruciors in history, and John
Curl and William Hoctor, instructors of physical education.
The two graduate students are
Robert Kunkel, who is teaching
Latin at Newport Catholic, and
Raymond. Pendergast, a social
studies teacher at Norwood High.

Tivo Xavier Profs
Contest Judges

Student scientists from the local Cincinnati Catholic h i g h
schools will take over South Hall
Wednesday, Mar. 13, for the finals
of the annual Science Hobby Fair
sponsored by the Triple A. C:
Science Club.
Awards will be given to the
top three entries of the boys and
to the top three entries of the
girls. The exhibits are confined
to the fields of biology, chemistry
and physics.
One of the scientists of · the
Xavier faculty will address the
fair.

Dr. Charles F. Wheeler, chairman of .the English department,
and Mr. Louis Feldhaus, assistant
professor of English, recently
judged the regional American
Legion Essay Contest for high
school students from Hamilton,
Warren and Butler counties. The
subject of the essay was "What
Old Glory Means To Me." This
was the fourth year that memhers of the Xavier faculty have
judged this contest.

p rep· SClellllStS
• •
To Meet At X

. · ....

In a cigarette, taste
makes the difference;...
and Luckies taste better!
The difference between "just smoking" and
really enjoying your smoke is the taste of a
cigarette. You can taste the difference in the
smoother, mellower, more enjoyable taste of a
Lucky ... for two important reasons. First,
L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike means fine tobacco
... fine, mild tobacco that tastes better. Second
Luckies are made to taste better, •• proved best:
made of all five principal brands. So reach fOr a.
Lucky. Enjoy the cigarette that tastes better/
Be Happy-Go Lucky! Buy a carton todayl

Fr. O'Brien To Talk
To High Schoolers

I

Visits to high schools in the
Greater Cincinnati area to discuss a Xavier education with seniors were begun last week by
Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S. J.,
dean of Admissions at Xavier.
Last Wednesday, Fr. O'Brien
went to Hamilton Catholic and
Hamilton Public High Schools. On
Friday, Mar. 7, he will go to Purcell-High School and on Wednesday, Mar. 12, to Elder High
School.

Philosophers To Hear Prof
Rev. F. · Torrens Hecht, S. J.,
instructor in philosophy, will address the meeting of the Philosophy Club Friday, Mar. 7, at 8
p.m. in Room 109 of the Science
Building. His Subject, which is
in commemoration of the feast
of St. Thomas Aquinas, is titled,
"St. Thomas - The Un - Angelic
Doctor."

ctt~rist UJ~t
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.A FULL-LENGTH
MOTION PICTURE!
COMING SOON TO XAVIER

L.S./M. f.1:"

Lucky. Strike
0 A. T.Co•
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